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Abstract 
 

Malware represents one of the dangerous threats to computer security. Dynamic analysis has difficulties in detecting unknown malware. 

This paper developed an integrated multi – layer detection approach to provide more accuracy in detecting malware. User interface inte-

grated with Virus Total was designed as a first layer which represented a warning system for malware infection, Malware data base with-

in malware samples as a second layer, Cuckoo as a third layer, Bull guard as a fourth layer and IDA pro as a fifth layer. The results 

showed that the use of fifth layers was better than the use of a single detector without merging. For example, the efficiency of the pro-

posed approach is 100% compared with 18% and 63% of Virus Total and Bellegarde respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

Malware refers to malicious software. It is written to cause dam-

age to data, devices or persons. Malware is classified into many 

types such as viruses, Trojans, spyware and worms. Malware writ-

ers such as the developers of the BLACK HAT software sell their 

skills and abilities to whoever can pay more for their services like 

criminal organizations for the digital world businesses or govern-

ment intelligent agencies that tend to get blocked data from com-

puters, networks or mobile devices to reach their goals [1], [6],[7 - 

-10]. 

Malware represents one of the most dangerous threats to computer 

security with samples reaching to more than 140 million popula-

tions in 2015. Signature matching remains the core defense against 

malware. Defense against malware attack becomes difficult with 

static analysis because malware possesses evasion techniques such 

as polymorphism, obfuscation and encryption [2], [3], [11 - 13], 

[20].  

An efficient way to defend against malware is through Dynamic 

analysis known as the sandbox which utilizes string matching 

approaches. A popular way to execute this method is by analyzing 

the binary system of the behaviors in order to detect and determine 

the existence of malware in a controlled environment. In this envi-

ronment, the binary behaviors of the samples are viewed in depth 

in order to be classified into practical malware threat or malware 

families or none.  

The strength of this sand box is that it is designed to assume that 

those behaviors are randomized, and it is difficult to discover its 

signals. Then, their interactions with the hardware and the operat-

ing system and with the system resources are analyzed. The Dy-

namic analysis in general often focus on the system calls which is 

the only way for the application to interact with the hardware used 

in this analysis to examine unknown samples. These samples are 

analyzed, and their effects are put in the table of victors to com-

pare these effects with the malware behaviors. Any matching oc-

currences will be classified as malwares. The Dynamic analysis 

can fix many evasion attacks such as shadow attacks and induction 

attacks. Furthermore, the dynamic analysis uses based-signal 

method to detect malware where signals are produced from 

many types of malware actions such as Ransom war and adware 

which execution requires interactions with a visible resource at 

operating system level and the interactions produce signals that 

are difficult to hide [2], [4], [5], [14 - 16] [22]. The current availa-

ble dynamic analysis has difficulties in detecting unknown mal-

wares. Further analyses against malware behaviors are lacking, 

causing challenges in detecting their patterns more correctly. This 

paper satisfied the requirement for determining more accurate 

malware detection to vary important parts of windows 7 registry 

which are Hash-key user and Hash-key local machine. The paper 

integrated a multilayer detection system from malware in order to 

provide an. 

2. Research methods 

The proposed method aimed to detect malware that infects the 

files of two registries from the registry of the windows (Hash Key 

User and Hash Key Local Machine). The method consisted of five 

sequence integrated layers; the other contents of the proposed 

method are preparing the required data to feed into the fives- lay-

ers properly and recording the final results of those fives layers 

properly as shown in Figure 1. This method has nine steps; ex-

tracting the Hash key user (HKU) and Hash key local machine 

(HKLM) files from the registry of windows and putting those files 

in a folder; checking those files with Virus Total, as a first layer of 

detection; converting the extracted files into a binary form; ex-

tracting the header of each converted file with the header of mal-
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ware samples that are stored in malware database as a second 

layer of detection.; considering the existing files in the malware 

database as a detected malware; skipping the files that are consid-

ered as a detected malware for the next security procedures; apply-

ing the other files to the layers 3,4 and 5; checking the results of 

the previous three layer detection, if any one of them is one and 

finally if any of the output from the 3,4 and 5 layers is one ,the file 

is considered a malware as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 describes how the detected file can be considered as a 

malware or not, where each one of cuckoo, IDA Pro and Belle-

garde has two states; one if the tool considers the file as a malware 

or zero if the tool decides the file is not a malware. If the product 

and operation are equal to zero, then, when all the three tools de-

cide the file is not malware, it could be classified as a non-

malware, otherwise, if the product and operation are equal to one, 

the file is considered as a malware. 

 
Table 1: The Design Outputs 

And Operation Output Cuckoo Blugrad Ida 

1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 

 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Method Step by Step. 

 

The proposed method aimed to detect malware that infect two 

registries from the registry of the windows (Hash Key User and 

Hash Key Local Machine). The method consisted of five sequence 

integrated layers; the other contents of the proposed method are 

preparing the required data to feed into the fives- layers properly, 

and to take out the final results of those fives layers properly. 

This method has nine steps, in the first step the method extract the 

Hash key user (HKU) and Hash key local machine (HKLM) files 

from the registry of windows, and put those files in a folder. In the 

second step the method check those files with virus total, as a first 

layer of detection. In the third step the method convert the extract-

ed files into binary form. In fourth step the method extract the 

header of each converted file with the header of malware samples 

that are stored in malware database, as a second layer of detection. 

In the fifth step the method will consider the existing files in the 

malware database as a detected malware. In the sixth step the 

method will skip the files that consider as a detected malware 

from the next security procedures. In the seventh step the method 

applying the other files to the layers 3,4 and five. In the eight step 

the method will check the result of the previous three layers detec-

tion, if any one of them is one. In the ninth step if any one of the 

output of the 3,4 and 5 layers is one, the file will consider as a 

malware. 

 

Step1: extract (HKU) and (HKLM) files. 

Step2: check the extracted files with virus total (first layer). 

Step3: Convert the extracted files into binary form.  

Step4: Compare the header of each converted file with the headers 

stored at the database (layer 2). 

Step5: If the file exists in the malware database, then, it will be 

considered as a detected malware. 

Step6: If a file is detected as a malware, it will not proceed 

through the other detecting tools. 

Step7:. Apply cuckoo, bullugruad and IDA pro on the file as the 

layer 3,4 and 5.  

Step8: check whether the output of any one from 3,4 and 5 layers 

is one. 

Step9: If any one of cuckoo, bullugraud, and IDA Pro detects the 

file as a malware then it will be considered as a malware. 

 

As a final result of the proposed method output describe how the 

detected file can be considered as a malware or not, where each 

one of cuckoo, IDA Pro and Bullugraud had two states; one if the 

tool considered the file as a malware or zero if the tool decided the 

file was not a malware. If the product and operation were equal to 

zero, then, when all the three tools decided the file was not mal-

ware then it could be classified as a non-malware, otherwise, if the 

product and operation were equal to one, the file was considered 

as malware. 

3. Results and analysis 

3.1. Subsection 

Table 2 describes the detection of malware samples through Bull 

Guard tool. The zero state means undetected malware whereas the 

one state means detected malware which can consist of virus, 

Trojan and backdoor. The Bullguard caught 7 out of 11 malware 

samples. 

 

The efficiency of Bullugruard. 

 

TPR=TP/TP+TN*100% = 

 

TPR= 7/7+4 *100% = 7/11 *100% = 63%.  

 
Table 2: Describes the Detection of Malware Samples by Bull Guard Tool 

Malware Type Tool Detection 

Vsd33.exe Virus Bullguard 0 

Hxdofena.exe Generic Bullguard 0 

Sbplus.exe Virus Bullguard 1 
Hxdefloor.exe Backdoor Bullguard 1 

File-loopad.exe Trojan Bullguard 1 

Pc-setup.exe Trojan Bullguard 1 
Aig32.exe Trojan Bullguard 1 

Bdcli100.exe Trojan Bullguard 1 

Hxdef100.exe Backdoor Bullguard 1 
Av-test-tcp.exe Virus Bullguard 0 

Rdrbs100.exe backdoor Bullguard 0 
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3.2. Subsection2 

Table 3 describes malware detection through Virus Total tool. The 

zero state means undetected malware whereas the one state means 

detected malware from all types of virus. The tool detected 2 out 

of 11 samples. 

The efficiency of Virus Total is: 

 

TPR= TP/TP+TN * 100%. 

 

TPR=2/2+9 *100% = 

 

TPR=2/11*100% = 18%. 

 
Table 3: Describe the Detection of Malware by Virus Total Tool 

Malware Type Tool Detection 

Vsd33.exe Virus Virus total 1 
Hxdofena.exe Generic Virus total 0 

Sbplus.exe Virus Virus total 0 

Hxdefloor.exe Backdoor Virus total 0 

File-loopad.exe Trojan Virus total 0 

Pc-setup.exe Trojan Virus total 0 

Aig32.exe Trojan Virus total 0 
Bdcli100.exe Trojan Virus total 0 

Hxdef100.exe Backdoor Virus total 0 

Av-test-tcp.exe Virus Virus total 1 
Rdrbs100.exe backdoor Virus total 0 

3.3. Subsection 3 

Table 4 describes the detection of malware by the integrated ap-

proach. The zero state means undetected malware whereas the one 

state means detected malware. The approach detected viruses like 

backdoor, Trojan and generic. The approach detected 11 out of 11 

samples. 

TPR=11/11 *100% = 100% is the efficiency of the integrated 

multi-layer approach. The efficiency of the integrated multi-layer 

approach in comparison with single detectors that are used without 

merging showed that the multi-layer approach was much better 

and more efficient for detecting malware behaviors.  

 
Table 4: Describes the Detecting of Malware by the Integrated Approach 

Malware Type Tool Detection 

Vsd33.exe Virus Integrated approach 1 

Hxdofena.exe Generic Integrated approach 1 
Sbplus.exe Virus Integrated approach 1 

Hxdefloor.exe Backdoor Integrated approach 1 

File-loopad.exe Trojan Integrated approach 1 
Pc-setup.exe Trojan Integrated approach 1 

Aig32.exe Trojan Integrated approach 1 
Bdcli100.exe Trojan Integrated approach 1 

Hxdef100.exe Backdoor Integrated approach 1 

Av-test-tcp.exe Virus Integrated approach 1 
Rdrbs100.exe backdoor Integrated approach 1 

4. Conclusion 

Malware is one of the major security threats that can damage 

computer operation. Malware writers try to avoid detection using 

several techniques such as polymorphic, metamorphic and also 

hiding technique. In order to overcome that issue, an integrated 

multi-layer approach is proposed for detecting unknown malwares. 

The end results show that the proposed approach is more efficient 

than the use of single detector to detect malware for the efficiency 

of proposed approach is 100% compared with 18% and 63% for 

Virus Total and Bellegarde respectively. 
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